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feet in thickness.* It is of a peculiar rock identical
with the formation about Chimhorazo in Ecuador,
and which, it is claimed, does not exist anywhere in
the vicinity of OUantay. According to the Indians
and to Incan tradition,, the Saycunin was quarried at
Quito, and the monolith, saddened at being carried
so far from home, wept blood which still adheres to
it, (it is marked with a red piroxene oxidization) and
at last exclaimed: "Saycunin! I am weary!" At
this manifestation of its supernatural character, the
cacique, Urcon, dropped dead, and the stone was left,
abandoned by the terrified Indians, at the spot where
it still rests about a mile north of Ollantay.
Of course this is a purely fanciful and allegorical
myth invented by the Indians or their ancestors of
Incan days to account for the immense stone with its
blood-like stains lying by the roadside. As a matter
of fact, there are several similar monoliths of the
same material which also were abandoned in the vicin-
ity. But there is no denying that they are of a stone
unknown even to the Indians of the district, but'
identical with formations in Ecuador. Possibly the
pre-Incans who cut these huge stones knew of a near-
by quarry which has not been rediscovered, or per-
haps they exhausted the supply of that particular
mineral. But there may be a basis of truth in the
ancient legend, and it would not be beyond the
bounds of possibility that these immense monoliths
actually were cut in distant Ecuador and dragged
overland to Peru. It would have been a herculean
*Tlte largest stone idol recorded was tliat of tlie TOllca-Huamau wMctt was
over fifty feet in length by twelve feet in diameter. This was destroyed
by the Jesuit priests, and it is recorded that i: required thirty jmen working
steadily for three days to reduce it to fragments.

